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Many operational weather forecasting centres use semi-implicit time-stepping schemes
because of their good eﬃciency. However, as computers become ever more parallel,
horizontally explicit solutions of the equations of atmospheric motion might become
an attractive alternative due to the additional inter-processor communication of implicit
methods. Implicit and explicit (IMEX) time-stepping schemes have long been combined in
models of the atmosphere using semi-implicit, split-explicit or HEVI splitting. However,
most studies of the accuracy and stability of IMEX schemes have been limited to the
parabolic case of advection–diffusion equations. We demonstrate how a number of Runge–
Kutta IMEX schemes can be used to solve hyperbolic wave equations either semi-implicitly
or HEVI. A new form of HEVI splitting is proposed, UfPreb, which dramatically improves
accuracy and stability of simulations of gravity waves in stratiﬁed ﬂow. As a consequence
it is found that there are HEVI schemes that do not lose accuracy in comparison to semi-
implicit ones.
The stability limits of a number of variations of trapezoidal implicit and some Runge–
Kutta IMEX schemes are found and the schemes are tested on two vertical slice cases
using the compressible Boussinesq equations split into various combinations of implicit
and explicit terms. Some of the Runge–Kutta schemes are found to be beneﬁcial over
trapezoidal, especially since they damp high frequencies without dropping to ﬁrst-order
accuracy. We test schemes that are not formally accurate for stiff systems but in stiff
limits (nearly incompressible) and ﬁnd that they can perform well. The scheme ARK2(2,3,2)
performs the best in the tests.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Many operational weather forecasting centres use semi-implicit time-stepping schemes because of their good eﬃciency.
However, as computers become ever more parallel, horizontally explicit solutions of the equations of atmospheric mo-
tion might become an attractive alternative since implicit time-stepping introduces additional communication between
processors. Implicit and explicit time-stepping schemes have long been combined to form semi-implicit models of the non-
hydrostatic atmosphere [e.g. 22] which allow longer time-steps than fully explicit models. However the combination has not
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stability or order of accuracy of the combined scheme. Recently, more attention has been paid to the way in which implicit
and explicit time-stepping schemes are combined to form semi-implicit models of the global atmosphere [9,11,12,23].
Semi-implicit models treat acoustic and gravity waves implicitly and advection is usually semi-Lagrangian [e.g. 5] but
sometimes explicit Eulerian [e.g. 21]. In either case, the time-step is not limited by the speed of sound, gravity wave speed
or stratiﬁcation [3]. With appropriate linearization, spatial discretisation and substitutions, this leads to a sparse, diagonally
dominant matrix which can be solved with an iterative solver. With their ability to use long time-steps, semi-implicit
methods can therefore be very eﬃcient.
In HEVI models, the terms controlling the horizontal propagation of waves are treated explicitly whilst those terms
controlling the vertical propagation are treated implicitly [e.g. 23] although Gassmann [10] treats gravity waves explicitly.
HEVI solution techniques therefore overcome the worst stability constraints without the need for a global implicit solution
with the associated global communication. The longest stable time-step is shorter but the computational cost per time-step
is reduced, especially on massively parallel computers where communication slows down global matrix solutions.
Split–explicit methods involve taking shorter sub-steps for more rapidly varying terms of the governing equations. For
example, in ocean models, the barotropic mode can be advanced on a short time-step while baroclinic modes are advanced
on a large time-step [13] and in atmospheric models, split–explicit schemes often combine three different time-stepping
schemes: an implicit scheme (such as trapezoidal or Crank–Nicolson) for the terms controlling vertical propagation of waves,
forward–backward for the horizontal wave terms and a third-order Runge–Kutta scheme for Eulerian advection [e.g. 6,20].
Split–explicit solutions thus increase the time-step over HEVI models without the need for a global implicit solution.
In split–explicit methods, the long and short time-steps can be combined by splitting but Durran [8] showed that this
leads to unacceptable errors. Alternatively they can be combined by using a lagged representation of the slow terms [20].
Durran [8] showed that this is much more accurate but usually unstable. The solution is to stabilise by applying time
ﬁltering [e.g. that of 2].
Implicit–explicit (IMEX) schemes have been developed for solving equations with fast and slow time-scales so that the
fast terms are solved implicitly and the slow terms are solved explicitly paying particular attention to the stability and
accuracy of the combined scheme. IMEX multistep methods (which use values from more than two time levels to achieve
second order or higher accuracy) were analysed and tested by Giraldo [11] and Durran and Blossey [9] and were used
to solve the hydrostatic primitive equations and the compressible Boussinesq equations. Multistep methods suffer from
computational modes (although these are usually suﬃciently damped so as not to spoil the solution [9,11]) and no linear
(implicit) multistep method can be higher than second-order accurate and stable for all time-steps [4]. Lock et al. [16]
calculate the theoretical stability and phase speed errors of a range of RK IMEX schemes with different HEVI splits for
solving hyperbolic wave equations.
Ascher, Ruuth and Spiteri [ARS, 1] described how implicit and explicit Runge–Kutta (RK IMEX) schemes can be combined
to create stable schemes where the combined scheme is second- or third-order accurate. These were tested on advection-
diffusion equations (using the implicit part for the diffusion). Ascher et al. [1] paid attention to ﬁnding schemes that are
stiﬄy accurate. That is, accurate in the limit that the fast term is inﬁnitely fast. In the context of wave-equations and ﬂuid-
ﬂow, this corresponds to ﬁnding accurate solutions for the slow modes while suppressing modes that are too fast to be
resolved and for the atmosphere this means resolving Rossby waves and the slower gravity waves accurately while sup-
pressing acoustic and fast gravity waves. The Ascher et al. [1] schemes are also “strong-stability preserving” (SSP) which
means that a given norm of the solution does not increase. For example, new extrema are not produced.
Pareschi and Russo [19] proposed more RK IMEX schemes and tested them on advection-diffusion equations. Their
schemes are SSP and asymptotically accurate (the order of accuracy is maintained in the stiff limit), which is a weaker
constraint on the form of the scheme than the constraints that Ascher et al. [1] described for stiﬄy accurate. The schemes
of Ascher et al. [1] and Pareschi and Russo [19] were both designed to damp high wave-numbers, unlike trapezoidal, which
preserves the power in all wave-numbers. Kennedy and Carpenter [14] proposed some third- to ﬁfth-order accurate Additive
RK (ARK) IMEX schemes for convection–diffusion–reaction equations which were tested for semi-implicit and HEVI solutions
of stratiﬁed ﬂow by Giraldo et al. [12], who also proposed a new, second-order ARK scheme.
Three Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes were tested by Ullrich and Jablonowski [23] for the HEVI solution of the equations
governing atmospheric motion. They tested the ARS(2,3,2) scheme of Ascher et al. [1] and also suggested the less com-
putationally expensive but nearly as accurate Strang carryover scheme. This involves Strang splitting but the ﬁrst implicit
stage is cleverly re-used from the ﬁnal implicit stage of the previous time-step and so there is only one implicit solution
per time-step. Another novel approach taken by Ullrich and Jablonowski [23] is to use a Rosenbrock solution in order to
treat all of the vertical terms implicitly rather than just the terms involved in wave propagation. A Rosenbrock solution is
one iteration of a Newton solver. This circumvents the time-step restriction associated with vertical advection at the cost of
slowing the vertical advection.
This paper considers the numerical solution of the equations governing compressible atmospheric waves. It investigates
RK IMEX schemes applied both to a semi-implicit approach (treating acoustic and gravity waves implicitly and advection
explicitly) and to a HEVI approach (Horizontally Explicit, Vertically Implicit) (Section 2.2). A range of Runge–Kutta IMEX
schemes are analysed and tested for large-scale atmospheric modelling. We investigate the sensitivity to the choice of
treating different terms implicitly and explicitly; in particular the standard semi-implicit with implicit gravity waves and
two implementations of HEVI. A new type of HEVI splitting for IMEX methods is introduced in Section 2 which dramatically
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by the results of test cases (Section 5). Despite the apparent clear advantage of using a scheme that is accurate in the
stiff limit, we test schemes that are not stiﬄy accurate and ﬁnd advantages over other schemes, even for stiff system
(nearly incompressible) in Section 5. Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes are deﬁned in Section 2 and the splitting of terms of
the compressible Boussinesq equations into explicit and implicit is described. A number of RK IMEX schemes are deﬁned
and analysed in Section 3 and results of all the schemes and all the splits for two test cases are given in Section 5.
Final conclusions concerning the splitting, recommended schemes and utility for more complex equations are drawn in
Section 6. The formulation of the Helmholtz equations by combining the momentum, temperature and continuity equations
is described in Appendix A and the spatial discretisation is described in Appendix B.
2. Temporal discretisation
In this section, Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes are deﬁned and three alternative ways of splitting the compressible Boussi-
nesq equations into implicitly solved and explicitly solved terms are given.
2.1. Deﬁnition of Runge–Kutta IMEX
In order to deﬁne a Runge–Kutta IMEX scheme, we consider the solution of an ordinary differential equation of the form
dy
dt
= s(y, t) + f(y, t) (1)
where vectors y, s and f can include a number of state variables and the time-scales associated with s(t,y) are relatively
long whilst those associate with y can be very short so that f must be solved implicitly. A Runge–Kutta IMEX solution is
deﬁned by ν sub-stages (indexed with j) and one ﬁnal stage in order to advance from time level n at time tn to n + 1 at
time tn+1 = tn + t:
y( j) = yn + t
j−1∑
=1
a˜ js
(
y(), tn + c˜t
)+ t j∑
=1
a jf
(
y(), tn + ct
)
, j = 1 . . . ν, (2)
yn+1 = yn + t
ν∑
j=1
w˜ js
(
y( j), tn + c˜ jt
)+ t ν∑
j=1
w jf
(
y( j), tn + c jt
)
. (3)
Each Runge–Kutta IMEX scheme is deﬁned by a double Butcher tableau:
c˜ A˜
w˜T
=
c˜1 0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
c˜ j a˜ j1 a˜ j2 · · · a˜ j · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
c˜ν a˜ν1 a˜ν2 · · · a˜ν · · · 0
w˜1 w˜2 · · · w˜ · · · w˜ν
,
c A
wT
=
c1 a11 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
c j a j1 a j2 · · · a j · · · 0
...
...
...
...
...
cν aν1 aν2 · · · aν · · · aνν
w1 w2 · · · w · · · wν
. (4)
The explicit part must have a˜ j = 0 for j   and a diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta scheme (DIRK) must have a j = 0 for
j > . The a jj terms require the implicit solution. A variety of Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes are deﬁned and analysed in
Section 3.
Pareschi and Russo [19] give the conditions on A, A˜, w, w˜, c and c˜ for the overall scheme to be ﬁrst-, second- and
third-order accurate. If f is large in comparison to s then the system is stiff. Ascher et al. [1] describe a scheme that is
accurate in the stiff limit as stiﬄy accurate. This can be achieved for if aν = w ,  = 1, . . . , ν . For equations that are very
stiff, [1] additionally suggest using a˜ν = w˜ ,  = 1, . . . , ν . Pareschi and Russo [19] also give attention to stiﬄy accurate
schemes which they describe as asymptotically accurate. However they derive asymptotically accurate schemes which do
not need a˜ν = w˜ ,  = 1, . . . , ν . We will pay attention to stability of wave equations in the stiff limit (f is arbitrarily large)
and the explicit limit (when f is small).
2.2. Application of RK-IMEX to the compressible Boussinesq equations
The application of RK-IMEX schemes to the compressible Boussinesq equations in semi-implicit mode and two alterna-
tives of HEVI mode is described here. All options handle the gravity wave terms implicitly. The formulation of the Helmholtz
equation at each RK sub-stage is described in Appendix A.
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We consider the solution of the two dimensional compressible Boussinesq equations [9]:
∂u
∂t
+ u ∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
slow
+ ∇ P︸︷︷︸
fast
= b̂g︸︷︷︸
fast
+∇ × ψ, (5)
∂ P
∂t
+ u ∇ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
slow
+ c2s∇  u︸ ︷︷ ︸
fast
= 0, (6)
∂b
∂t
+ u ∇b︸ ︷︷ ︸
slow
+ wN2︸︷︷︸
fast
= 0, (7)
where u is the velocity; w is the vertical component of u (in the z direction); P ≡ p−p¯(z)ρ0 is the departure of pressure from
a reference proﬁle, p¯(z), normalised by a reference density, ρ0; b ≡ g ρ−ρ(z)ρ0 is the buoyancy with ρ the density and ρ(z)
a reference density proﬁle; g and ĝ are the magnitude and direction of gravity respectively and N2 ≡ − gρ0
dρ¯
dz where N is
the buoyancy frequency. The terms marked “fast” control acoustic and gravity wave propagation. ψ is an explicitly deﬁned
streamfunction used in the Durran and Blossey [9] test cases to force the ﬂow.
The solution method for applying an RK-IMEX method to the compressible Boussinesq equations with this (semi-implicit)
splitting, including the formulation of the Helmholtz equation at each RK sub-stage is described in Appendix A.
2.2.2. HEVI UfPref and UfPreb
To solve the compressible Boussinesq equations with horizontal terms treated explicitly and vertical wave terms treated
implicitly, the velocity vector, u, is split into a horizontal component, u and a vertical component, w . The partitioning of
terms given in Eqs. (5)–(7) is changed to:
∂u
∂t
+ u ∇u︸ ︷︷ ︸
slow
+ ∂ P
∂x︸︷︷︸
slow
= −∂ψ
∂z
, (8)
∂w
∂t
+ u ∇w︸ ︷︷ ︸
slow
+ ∂ P
∂z︸︷︷︸
fast
= b︸︷︷︸
fast
+∂ψ
∂x
, (9)
∂ P
∂t
+ u ∇ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
slow
+ c2s
(
∂u
∂x︸︷︷︸
slow/fast
+ ∂w
∂z︸︷︷︸
fast
)
= 0, (10)
∂b
∂t
+ u ∇b︸ ︷︷ ︸
slow
+wN2︸︷︷︸
fast
= 0. (11)
A simple partitioning is to treat ∂ P
∂x in (8) and
∂u
∂x in (10) explicitly (
∂u
∂x is assumed slow in (10)). This is referred to hereafter
as UfPref – “u forward, pressure forward” since both the u-equation (8) and the pressure equation (10) use forward time
differencing for horizontal gradients. This type of splitting used by Giraldo et al. [12]. However most atmospheric models
that use explicit methods in the horizontal [e.g. 20], employ a forward–backward method based on Mesinger [17] for
the terms governing horizontal wave propagation. The equivalent partitioning for an IMEX scheme is to treat ∂ P
∂x in (8)
explicitly and ∂u
∂x in (10) implicitly (
∂ P
∂x slow and
∂u
∂x fast). This is referred to hereafter as UfPreb – “u forward, pressure
backward” since the pressure equation (10) now uses backward time differencing. The UfPreb formulation does not respect
the symmetry of the ∂ P
∂x and
∂u
∂x terms in acoustic wave propagation but instead treats the components of the divergence in
the same way in (10). UfPreb does not necessitate any additional implicit solutions. It just means using the most up to date
value of u in Eq. (10) when calculating P . The two approaches will be compared using numerical analysis (Section 3) and
numerical solutions (Section 5).
The formulation of the Helmholtz equations for each sub-stage, as described in Appendix A, now leads to a Helmholtz
equation in each column. These are cheap to solve since the size is the number of layers in the model and columns are not
usually decomposed across processors so no parallel communications are needed for the Helmholtz solutions.
3. Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes and their linear stability
We will start by describing the stability analysis for Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes applied to wave equations. We will
then deﬁne the familiar trapezoidal schemes with non-linear terms lagged as Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes and present the
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number of strong stability preserving (SSP) and other schemes from the literature.
Following Pareschi and Russo [19] we use the notation [name]k(s, σ , p) where k is the order of the explicit scheme, s is
the number of implicit stages, σ is the number of explicit stages and p is the order of the whole scheme. For a scheme
with ν × ν matrices A˜ and A in the Butcher tableau (Eq. (2)), we must have s ν and σ  ν + 1 with equality if and only
if there are no rows of zeros, no repeated rows and w˜ is not equal to the last row of A˜ in the explicit tableau. (The number
of explicit stages can include the ﬁnal stage.)
3.1. Von Neumann stability analysis for wave equations
To investigate the stability properties of RK IMEX schemes, we perform a von Neumann stability analysis of two systems
of wave equations, both of relevance to the atmosphere. We investigate ﬁrst a generic wave equation consisting of an ODE
with fast and slow contributions. From (1), we deﬁne y≡ y(t) and s(t,y) ≡ −isy, f(t,y) ≡ −i f y to obtain:
dy
dt
+ isy + i f y = 0. (12)
Approximating the solution of (12) by use of an RK IMEX scheme, as described by (2)–(3), we can deﬁne the complex
ampliﬁcation factor A to satisfy yn+1 = Ayn . We can likewise deﬁne ampliﬁcation factors A( j) for the intermediate RK
stages such that y( j) = A( j) yn; and therefore, for a general RK IMEX scheme,
A( j) = 1− ist
j−1∑
l=1
a˜ jl A
(l) − i ft
j∑
l=1
a jl A
(l), (13)
A = 1− ist
ν∑
j=1
w˜ j A
( j) − i ft
ν∑
j=1
w j A
( j). (14)
Considered in the context of a HEVI simulation, st and ft correspond to the Courant numbers associated with hori-
zontally and vertically propagating waves respectively. For a stable scheme, we require |A|  1, where |A| < 1 indicates a
scheme that is damping.
We also consider stability analysis of the 2D coupled system describing acoustic waves:
∂u
∂t
+ ∂p
∂x
= 0, (15)
∂w
∂t
+ ∂p
∂z
= 0, (16)
∂p
∂t
+ c2s
(
∂u
∂x
+ ∂w
∂z
)
= 0, (17)
which can be rewritten as
y
t
+ Sy
x
+ Fy
x
+ Gy
z
= 0, (18)
where y= [u,w, p]T and
S =
⎛
⎝ 0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎠ , F =
⎛
⎝ 0 0 00 0 0
c2s 0 0
⎞
⎠ , G =
⎛
⎝ 0 0 00 0 1
0 c2s 0
⎞
⎠ .
For an UfPreb HEVI solution of (18), S is treated explicitly and F and G are treated implicitly; whereas, for UfPref solution,
(S + F ) is treated explicitly and only G is treated implicitly.
To describe the stability analysis, we consider (ﬁrst) the UfPreb solution of (18) with an RK IMEX scheme described by
(2)–(3) such that
y( j) = yn − t
j−1∑
l=1
a˜ jl Sy
(l)
x
− t
j∑
l=1
a jl
(
Fy(l)
x
+ Gy(l)
z
)
, (19)
yn+1 = yn − t
ν∑
j=1
w˜ j Sy
( j)
x
− t
ν∑
j=1
w j
(
Fy( j)
x
+ Gy( j)
z
)
. (20)
We focus the analysis on the stability of the time discretisation and therefore assume continuous spatial derivatives.
From (18), solutions take the form
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0
ei(kxx+kzz−ωt)
and therefore, y
x
= ikxy and yz = ikzy for substitution in (19)–(20). Furthermore, we deﬁne the complex ampliﬁcation
factor A to satisfy yn+1 = Ayn , such that A is a 3× 3 matrix; and similarly, the complex matrix A( j) satisﬁes y( j) = A( j)yn ,
which on substitution in (19)–(20) yields
A( j) = I − it
j−1∑
l=1
a˜ jlkx S A
(l) − it
j∑
l=1
a jl(kxF + kzG)A(l), (21)
A = I − it
ν∑
j=1
w˜ jkx S A
( j) − it
ν∑
j=1
w j(kx F + kzG)A( j) (22)
for the UfPreb formulation where I is the identity matrix.
Under an UfPref formulation, the ampliﬁcation matrices become
A( j) = I − it
j−1∑
l=1
a˜ jlkx(S + F )A(l) − it
j∑
l=1
a jlkzG A
(l), (23)
A = I − it
ν∑
j=1
w˜ jkx(S + F )A( j) − it
ν∑
j=1
w jkzG A
( j), (24)
the difference with (21)–(22) being the coeﬃcients multiplying kx F .
The amplitudes are found by rearranging Eqs. (21) and (23) for UfPreb and UfPref respectively, to give each A( j) as a
function of kxt and kzt and then substituting into Eqs. (22) and (24) respectively. For consistency with analysing the
ODE, the Courant numbers cskxt and cskzt associated with the horizontally and vertically propagating acoustic waves,
are referred to as st and ft respectively. The amplitudes are calculated for ranges of st and ft using GNU Octave.
For stability in the 2D coupled system, we require absolute stability: that all three eigenvalues, λ, of A satisfy |λ| 1. (We
restrict consideration to absolute stability because our ultimate interest is in application of the schemes to more complex
coupled systems of partial differential equations for which the discussion of Durran [7, Section 2.2.4] is relevant.) In the
following analyses, we therefore consider the maximum magnitude of the three eigenvalues to indicate the stability of a
given RK IMEX scheme and the minimum magnitude of the three eigenvalues to indicate the greatest damping resulting
from the scheme.
3.2. Trapezoidal as a Runge–Kutta IMEX scheme
A trapezoidal scheme with deferred correction of explicit terms and a number of outer iterations can be written as
a Runge–Kutta IMEX scheme with a number of stages. By iterating to update the explicit terms, there are many possi-
bilities for different schemes. We restrict our attention to schemes that are stiﬄy accurate in the implicit and explicit
Butcher tableau, implying that the ﬁnal stage must be implicit (i.e. w˜ is equal to the last row of A˜ and w is equal to the
last row of A). Trapezoidal with 2 and 3 outer iterations can be deﬁned by the Butcher tableau in Fig. 1 and are called
trap2(2,2,2) and trap2(3,3,2) respectively (following Pareschi and Russo [19] notation). The ampliﬁcation factor magnitudes
for trap2(2,2,2) and trap2(3,3,2) are also shown in Fig. 1. For each scheme, the amplitude of the ampliﬁcation factor for
the ODE (12) is shown in the top row of the sub-ﬁgures in Fig. 1 for positive ft and positive and negative st . For
the ODE, |A(st, ft)| = |A(−st,− ft)| so the values for negative ft are not shown. Trap2(2,2,2) and trap2(3,3,2)
both have regions of instability near the origin for the ODE (meaning that the scheme is unstable for small st and ft).
This situation does not improve by using more stages (not shown). However for the acoustic wave equations (15)–(17),
trap2(2,2,2) stability is dramatically improved in UfPreb mode and trap2(3,3,2) is improved in UfPref mode. For UfPref and
UfPreb, |A(st)| = |A(−st)| and |A( ft)| = |A(− ft)| so only one quadrant is shown. For both the UfPref and UfPreb
analysis, the largest and smallest magnitudes of the three eigenvalues are shown. Trap2(2,2,2) is unconditionally unstable
for ft = 0 for the ODE and in UfPref mode since the explicit scheme is the unstable Heun scheme but it is stable for
st  2 in UfPreb mode. With 3 iterations, trap2(3,3,2) is still unstable near the origin for the ODE but trap2(3,3,2) is stable
up to st = 2 in UfPref mode.
For the ODE, trap2(3,3,2) is unstable in a region where s and f have different signs and therefore should partially cancel.
Such cancellation is unlikely to occur for more general PDEs so it is not clear that the analysis of the ODE in this quadrant
is relevant. However analysis of the ODE may be indicative of the behaviour of the schemes when used for other terms such
as Coriolis or advection. It is therefore still worth considering.
Stability in the explicit limit (for ft = 0) for the ODE can be improved by adding a ﬁnal explicit stage. But this violates
the stiff accuracy constraint. So, alternatively, stability can be improved by adding an entirely explicit stage before the other
stages (trap2(2+e,3,2) as deﬁned in Fig. 1). Using e = 0 implies incrementing only the explicit terms before any implicit
stages while using e = 1 implies treating the ﬁrst implicit stage explicitly. Both of these dramatically improve stability in
the explicit limit. The analysis for e = 0 is shown in Fig. 1.
H. Weller et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 252 (2013) 365–381 371Fig. 1. Double Butcher tableau for various forms of trapezoidal schemes and the resulting ampliﬁcation factor magnitudes for ranges of values of st and
ft . The black contour is 1 + 10−5 so larger values are unstable. The ﬁrst row of each sub-plot shows the ampliﬁcation factor magnitude for the generic
wave equation (12) for positive and negative st (|A(st, ft| = |A(−st,− ft|)). The second row shows the minimum (left) and maximum (right)
ampliﬁcation factor magnitudes for the 2D acoustic wave equations solved HEVI UfPref and the third row shows the magnitudes for the 2D acoustic wave
equations solved HEVI UfPreb. The UfPref and UfPreb solutions are equal for ±st and ± ft so only one quadrant is shown.
3.3. Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes from the literature
Schemes with no splitting increment the fast and slow terms by the same amount at each sub-stage (e.g. trap2(2,2,2)
and trap2(3,3,2)) whereas schemes with complete splitting never increment the explicit and implicit terms in the same
sub-stage (e.g. Strang splitting). Many Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes from the literature use partial splitting in order to achieve
the maximum accuracy and stability for fewest sub-stages [e.g. 19]. These schemes have previously been analysed and used
for advection-diffusion equations where the diffusion terms are handled implicitly. It is therefore necessary also to test them
on wave equations with fast and slow terms. These schemes may be advantageous over the trapezoidal schemes because
they damp high frequencies while retaining second-order accuracy, whereas trapezoidal requires off-centering to damp high
frequencies which reduces the order of accuracy.
The Butcher tableau of a number of Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes from the literature are given in Fig. 2 and the re-
sulting magnitudes of the ampliﬁcation factors for wave equations are also shown. Kupka et al. [15] also deﬁned some
Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes. They were aiming to ﬁnd SSP schemes which maximise accuracy for cost. We have tested their
schemes but have not found any improvement over the Pareschi and Russo [19] schemes and so these schemes are not
included.
Only the fully split, Strang carryover scheme (UJ3(1+e,3,2)) in Fig. 2 does not have regions of instability close to the
origin for the ODE. For UJ3(1+e,3,2), the ampliﬁcation factor is the product of the ampliﬁcation factor (a function of st)
arising from the explicit Butcher tableau with the ampliﬁcation factor (a function of ft) arising from the implicit Butcher
tableau. This is a consequence of the complete (Strang) splitting used in UJ3(1+e,3,2) for solving an equation such as the
ODE (12) in which the slow terms, s, and the fast terms, f , commute. For the other schemes which have no splitting or
partial splitting, regions of instability close to the origin can be introduced.
Second-order schemes with only two explicit stages (such as SSP2(2,2,2)) are unconditionally unstable in the explicit
limit for the generic wave equation. (It is well known that there are no 2-stage, second order, stable explicit schemes, e.g.
Durran [6] when applied to the 2D acoustic wave equation.) SSP2(3,3,2) is also unconditionally unstable in the explicit limit
for the ODE. The UfPref analysis is the same as the ODE in the explicit limit. However these schemes have good stability
regions in UfPreb mode.
The other schemes, which have 3 or more explicit stages (SSP3(3,3,2), SSP3(4,3,3), ARS2(2,3,2), ARS(2,3,3) ARS3(4,4,3) and
ARK2(2,3,2)), are stable in the explicit limit for the ODE up to some ﬁnite (non-zero) limit in st but unstable for small,
non-zero ft and st . This instability was conﬁrmed by solving the ODE with st and ft in the marginally unstable
region. However this instability is usually centred around st = − ft where the ODE should give dy/dt = 0. It is not
surprising that few schemes are unstable around this region since unless they are both discretized in the same way, the
fast and slow terms do not always cancel exactly numerically. The stability in these regions is improved in UfPref mode.
Mostly, UfPreb improves the stability region, but it does lead to unconditional instability for ARS3(2,3,3) and ARS3(4,4,3)
in the explicit limit. Despite the lack of splitting in these two schemes, the otherwise different treatment of ∂ P and ∂u in∂x ∂x
372 H. Weller et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 252 (2013) 365–381Fig. 2. Double Butcher tableau of a Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes from Pareschi and Russo [19], Ullrich and Jablonowski [23], Ascher et al. [1] and Giraldo
et al. [12] and the resulting ampliﬁcation factor magnitudes. First row for generic wave equation (12), second row shows the minimum and maximum for
HEVI UfPref and third row for HEVI UfPreb.
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stability regions in both UfPref and UfPreb mode.
4. Spatial discretisation
The spatial discretisation is deﬁned for arbitrarily structured 3D grids in Appendix B and is implemented in OpenFOAM
[18]. In the special case of a Cartesian grid with uniform resolution in the x and z directions, it is the same as the ﬁnite
difference discretisation deﬁned by Durran and Blossey [9], apart from the discretisation of the non-linear advection and the
diffusion which use larger computational molecules than Durran and Blossey [9]. The discretisation presented will therefore
be subject to spurious computational modes (which are not seen in the test cases presented). Pressure and velocity use
C-grid staggering. A novel change of variables is described in order to implement Charney–Phillips staggering of pressure
and buoyancy on arbitrarily structured grids. This involves treating the buoyancy as a vector and representing its normal
component at each face between grid cells. However this implementation has not yet been tested on unstructured grids.
5. Results
Section 5.1 presents results of the near-hydrostatic vertical slice test case of Durran and Blossey [9], solving the compress-
ible Boussinesq equations. We are interested in the stiff limit so solving a near-hydrostatic problem with a non-hydrostatic
model is relevant. In order to test the schemes with grid-scale forcing and larger time-steps (relative to the stratiﬁcation)
we also run this test case at coarser spatial resolution than was described by Durran and Blossey [9] in Section 5.2.
Only results from the schemes with at least three explicit stages are presented as these are generally the most stable
and accurate.
5.1. Durran and Blossey [9] near-hydrostatic vertical slice
The non-linear compressible Boussinesq equations (5)–(7) are solved on a 2D vertical slice for the near-hydrostatic test-
case of Durran and Blossey [9] using the Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes deﬁned in Section 3 and using semi-implicit, HEVI
UfPref and HEVI UfPreb splitting of the compressible Boussinesq equations (Section 2.2). These are compared with a fully
explicit, un-split simulation using the standard fourth-order Runge–Kutta scheme and a time-step of 0.5 s on the same
grid. The diagnostics and errors are output after 1.2× 105 s (33.3 h). The initial conditions have zero vertical velocity, zero
buoyancy perturbation, zero pressure perturbations and horizontal wind given by
u = 5+ z + 0.4(5− z)(5+ z) (ms−1) (25)
and the forcing streamfunction is:
ψ = ψ0πx
Lx
sin(ωt)exp
[
−
(
πx
Lx
)2
−
(
π z
Lz
)2] (
m2 s−1
)
. (26)
The parameters for the near-hydrostatic test-case of Durran and Blossey [9] are deﬁned to be N = 0.02 s−1, cs = 350 ms−1,
ω = 1.25 × 10−4 s−1, Lx = 160 km, Lz = 10 km, ψ0 = 10 m2 s−1, z ∈ [−5,5] km, x = 10 km, z = 250 m and the
hyper-diffusion coeﬃcient, K = 1.17 × 10−5 s−1 (see Appendix B). The ±x boundaries are periodic and the ±z boundaries
are free slip with ﬁxed b = 0 and zero vertical gradient of P .
The buoyancy, velocity vectors, horizontal velocity and forcing streamfunction at the diagnostic time are shown in Fig. 3
in comparison to the horizontal velocity ﬁeld in the corrected version of Durran and Blossey [9]. Our results are similar
but not identical which is not surprising because the spatial discretisation is not identical. However this does not affect the
conclusions of this work which are about the relative performance of the time-stepping schemes.
Following Durran and Blossey [9], the schemes are assessed by the normalised RMS buoyancy error (2 error norm) in
comparison to the fully explicit Runge–Kutta results. Buoyancy errors as a function of time-step for a variety of schemes
and different splittings are shown in Fig. 4. The schemes are tested at a variety of time-steps up to the maximum stable
time-step.
We can make a number of comments about the results in Fig. 4:
• ARK2(2,3,2) is remarkable in that it is the only scheme that is accurate with both UfPreb and UfPref splitting. It is stable
for larger time-steps with UfPreb splitting.
• UfPreb improves the stability and accuracy of most of the schemes when using HEVI splitting. The exceptions are
trap2(3,3,2), ARS3(2,3,3) and ARS3(4,4,3) which are not stable with UfPreb splitting.
• The schemes that were analysed to be unconditionally unstable in the explicit limit in UfPref mode (trap2(2,2,2),
SSP2(2,2,2), SSP2(3,3,2) and ARS2(2,2,2)) are indeed unstable in UfPref mode for this test case but stable in UfPreb
mode. Of these, only SSP2(3,3,2) is shown in Fig. 4.
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0.5 s.
• ARS2(2,3,2) is not stable in any conﬁguration. This is a surprise considering that the linear stability analysis gave iden-
tical results for ARS2(2,3,2) and ARK2(2,3,2). However ARK2(2,3,2) is stable with all the splittings for a wide range of
time-steps.
• Some of the schemes dramatically lose accuracy in HEVI mode (SSP2(2,2,2), ARS2(2,2,2) and ARS3(4,4,3) but only
ARS3(4,4,3) is shown). Durran and Blossey [9] also found that some schemes lose accuracy when gravity waves are
treated implicitly and they attributed this to treating gravity waves with lower-order accuracy in the implicit part.
However this would not explain the reduced accuracy of the above schemes since they have the same order accuracy in
their implicit and explicit parts. However, splitting errors will inevitably cause problems when b and ∂ P
∂x are discretized
differently, as happens in HEVI mode with implicit gravity waves.
• Using the trapezoidal based schemes, the accuracy as a function of time-step is maintained when running HEVI as
opposed to semi-implicit as long as the right choice is made between using UfPref or UfPreb (UfPreb for trap2(2+e,3,2)
but UfPref for trap2(3,3,2)). This is consistent with the lack of splitting for these schemes – the explicit and implicit
parts use the same sub-stage time-steps (after any initial predictor stages) and they use the same weights. There-
fore it does not make a big difference if terms are treated implicitly or explicitly, as long as the combination is
stable.
• The SSP schemes and ARK2(2,3,2) do not lose accuracy in HEVI UfPreb mode and they are stable for a wide range of
time-steps. It appears that the requirement for asymptotic accuracy is beneﬁcial (rather than stiff accuracy, including a
ﬁnal implicit stage).
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t = 0.5 s. A time-step of 10 s corresponds to a horizontal acoustic Courant number of 0.35, a vertical acoustic Courant number of 14, t N = 0.2 and an
initial maximum advective Courant number of 0.0156.
• Strang carryover (UJ3(1+e,3,2)) performs well in HEVI UfPreb mode, especially since it only uses one implicit stage. The
Strang splitting introduces signiﬁcant additional errors in UfPref mode but not in UfPreb mode.
• SSP3(3,3,2) and SSP3(4,3,3) are the most accurate and stable for the largest time-steps.
5.2. Vertical slice at coarser resolution
The SSP schemes that perform so well in Section 5.1 all have an explicit ﬁnal stage which is a concern for simulating
near incompressible ﬂow for which we want ∇  u = 0 to be approximated very closely. When equations such as moisture
advection are included, spurious moisture convergence could have serious consequences for precipitation predictions. The
Durran and Blossey [9] near-hydrostatic test-case is therefore run at very coarse resolution (100 km × 500 m instead of
10 km×250 m in Section 5.1) to allow much longer time-steps and consequently not resolve the acoustic waves which
generate divergent velocity.
The buoyancy and divergence for four of these coarse resolution simulations are shown in Fig. 5. The RK4 simulation
with a time-step of 1 s is used as a reference. Results from SSP3(3,3,2) are presented because this scheme performed well
in Section 5.1 despite not having a ﬁnal implicit stage. Results from trap2(2+e,3,2) are also presented because this scheme
is less accurate in Section 5.1 but does have a ﬁnal implicit stage. Both SSP3(3,3,2) and trap2(2+e,3,2) predict the buoyancy
well and trap2(2+e,3,2), which uses a ﬁnal implicit stage, predicts divergence realistically. Conversely, SSP3(3,3,2) predicts
erroneously strong divergence. This velocity ﬁeld could lead to problems if it were used, for example, to advect moisture.
A solution might be to use the velocity ﬁeld from after the ﬁnal implicit stage but before the ﬁnal explicit stage (after the
last sub-stage), which is shown in the third row of Fig. 5. This now recaptures the accuracy of the stiﬄy accurate scheme
(trap2(2+e,3,2)) with the implicit ﬁnal stage. The most important thing for an accurate representation of divergence at the
end of the time-step is to have stiff accuracy in the implicit scheme. That is, w needs to be equal to the last row of A, while
w˜ need not be equal to the last row of A˜. For example, ARK2(2,3,2) has accurate divergence at the end of the time-step
(ﬁnal row of Fig. 5).
The normalised RMS errors in ∇  u for all the schemes in semi-implicit, HEVI UfPref and UfPreb mode for a range of
time-steps are shown in Fig. 6. For the schemes with an explicit ﬁnal stage, ∇  u is taken from after the last implicit stage
rather than at the end of the time-step. Errors in ∇ u from SSP3(4,3,3) converge only very slowly with decreasing time-step.
This scheme is not stiﬄy accurate in the implicit or explicit Butcher tableau which reduces the accuracy. SSP2(3,3,2) and
SSP3(3,3,2) give smaller and more convergent ∇  u errors. The ARS schemes have small and convergent ∇  u errors in
semi-implicit mode but are either unstable or give large ∇  u errors in HEVI mode. The trapezoidal schemes and Strang
carryover (UJ3(1+e,3,2)) give small and convergent errors in semi-implicit mode and also give small errors in HEVI mode
for at least one of UfPref or UfPreb. This test appears to reveal a severe limitation with SSP3(4,3,3). At coarse resolution,
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looking at divergence errors, ARK2(2,3,2) now doesn’t perform well in UfPref mode, however it is still very good in UfPreb
mode.
6. Summary, conclusions and discussion
Linear stability analysis of a number of RK IMEX schemes is presented for solving a generic wave equation described by
a complex valued ODE (12) with fast and slow frequencies. The fast frequency represents vertically propagating waves to
be solved implicitly and the slow frequency represents horizontally propagating waves to be solved explicitly. Two meth-
ods of splitting the compressible Boussinesq equations in HEVI mode are then identiﬁed – UfPref (“u forward, pressure
forward”) and UfPreb (“u forward, pressure backward”). (Forward implies using the explicit Butcher tableau and backward
implies using the implicit tableau in the evolution of horizontally propagating acoustic waves.) Linear stability analysis of
the PDEs describing acoustic wave propagation is then presented for both types of splitting. A range of Runge–Kutta IMEX
schemes are analysed, including variations of trapezoidal implicit. Numerical experiments are undertaken for the range of
time-stepping schemes using semi-implicit, HEVI UfPreb and HEVI UfPref splitting of the compressible Boussinesq equations.
The experiments are the near-hydrostatic vertical slice test case of Durran and Blossey [9] and a version with coarser spatial
resolution which has a larger time-step relative to the stratiﬁcation and grid-scale forcing.
The analysis shows that many of the schemes are unconditionally unstable in the explicit limit (zero fast terms) when
solving the ODE or the PDE using UfPref splitting. These schemes were also unstable in the numerical experiments. Other
schemes have regions of instability at very small time-steps for solving the ODE where the slow and fast terms nearly
cancel (s ≈ − f ). However the stability analysis of the ODE in regions where the fast and slow terms have different signs
was not found to be relevant to the stability analysis of the PDE describing acoustic wave propagation. The analysis of the
PDE showed larger regions of stability, in line with the numerical experiments.
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fourth-order Runge–Kutta with t = 1 s. A time-step of 200 s corresponds to a horizontal acoustic Courant number of 0.35, a vertical acoustic Courant
number of 14, t N = 4 and an initial maximum advective Courant number of 0.03125. For the schemes with an explicit ﬁnal stage, ∇  u is taken from
after the last implicit stage rather than at the end of the time-step.
Some Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes are stiﬄy accurate, meaning that the ﬁnal stage is identical to the ﬁnal sub-stage. This
implies that the ﬁnal stage is implicit and the scheme is accurate for stiff systems. This seems essential since the atmosphere
is close to divergence free. We have found that schemes that are not stiﬄy accurate in both the implicit and explicit Butcher
tableau can give accurate approximations of buoyancy for stiff systems but inaccurate representations of ∇  u. A possible
way ahead is suggested. For schemes that are not stiﬄy accurate, ∇  u is more accurately approximated at the end of the
ﬁnal implicit stage rather than at the end of the time-step. It would therefore be worth investigating using velocity and
other ﬁelds from after the ﬁnal implicit stage for input into other equations coupled to the core dynamical equations, such
as moisture advection. Schemes that are not stiﬄy accurate may therefore still be useful for global atmospheric modelling.
All of the stable Runge–Kutta IMEX schemes considered perform well in semi-implicit mode (with implicit gravity waves)
but there is more variation between the schemes in HEVI mode. Most of the schemes lose accuracy per time-step in HEVI
mode, but the time-steps used are smaller and so accuracy is not lost over-all. Some recommendations about individual
schemes are given:
• Eﬃciency comparisons have not been made, but Strang carryover (UJ3(1+e,3,2)) is the most cost effective in terms of
having only one implicit stage per time-step. It performs well in semi-implicit mode and in HEVI UfPreb mode. The
tests presented have not shown any evidence of problems due to its splitting.
• None of the ARS schemes are accurate for both test cases in HEVI mode and are therefore not recommended for the
HEVI solution of wave equations.
• The trapezoidal scheme trap2(2+e,3,2) does not have any deﬁciencies for the analysis and tests undertaken, although it
may be necessary to introduce damping of high frequencies for solving equations with noisy source terms.
• Some of the SSP schemes of Pareschi and Russo [19] seem promising. They lose very little accuracy in HEVI UfPreb
mode in comparison to semi-implicit, some of them have long time-step constraints and some can accurately predict
∇  u at coarse resolution. Overall, the SSP scheme that is performing best is SSP3(3,3,2).
• The ARK2(2,3,2) scheme of Giraldo et al. [12] appears to perform best overall. The analysis and test cases show it to be
stable in UfPref and UfPreb mode and the experiments show that it is very accurate in HEVI UfPreb and semi-implicit
mode.
6.1. Future work
The fast terms in the compressible Boussinesq equations are all linear and so they do not need to be linearised to be
solved implicitly. To include fast, non-linear terms, linearization with outer iterations to update non-linearities can be used
378 H. Weller et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 252 (2013) 365–381[e.g. 24]. Another approach is to use a Newton solver [23]. If the linearization approach is used and if two implicit solutions
were needed for every implicit Runge–Kutta sub-stage, the SSP schemes may not be so advantageous. Trapezoidal might be
more eﬃcient since sub-stages and outer-iterations to update non-linearities can be mixed since all sub-stage weights are
the same. For other schemes, it may be beneﬁcial not to update the explicit terms for each outer iteration of the implicit
stage at each sub-stage. Or it may be suﬃcient to move the non-linearities to the explicit tableau. Further analysis, testing
and comparison are necessary to ﬁnd the most appropriate scheme for the Euler equations.
We have only looked at RK IMEX schemes with two Butcher tableaux. However it may be beneﬁcial to have many more.
For example split explicit could be deﬁned and analysed using Butcher tableaux, or we could have different time-stepping
schemes for horizontal and vertical waves, horizontal and vertical advection of dynamic and passive variables, sub-stepping
for vertical advection and parameterisations. This would make the schemes much more diﬃcult to analyse because the
stability regions would be multi-dimensional. But more options should still be considered. In particular, when using a
non-stiﬄy accurate scheme, it may be advantageous to use velocity ﬁelds from after a stiﬄy accurate stage for advecting
quantities that rely on closely non-divergent winds. This has implications for the Butcher tableau for those terms.
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Appendix A. Formulation of the Helmholtz equations
In order to solve the compressible Boussinesq equations semi-implicitly, they are cast as a Helmholtz equation in one
variable. The implicit solution of a Helmholtz equation leads to a sparse, diagonally dominant matrix which can be solved
very eﬃciently. The Helmholtz problem is formulated using temporally discretized equations by taking the Schur comple-
ment in order to eliminate dependencies of pressure on velocity and of velocity on buoyancy. This involves temporally
discretizing the buoyancy equation (7) and substituting b into the momentum equation (5) and then temporally discretizing
the momentum equation (5) and substituting the resulting value of u j into the fast term of the pressure equation (6).
Each RK sub-stage for the buoyancy equation is
b j = b∗ − ta j jw jN2 (A.1)
with the explicit part:
b∗ = bn − t
j−1∑
=1
(
a˜ ju
 ∇b + a jw()N2
)
(A.2)
and each RK sub-stage for the momentum equation is
u j = un − t
j−1∑
=1
a˜ ju
 ∇u + t
j∑
=1
a j
(
bĝ− ∇ P ). (A.3)
Substituting (A.1) into (A.3) and re-arranging gives different equations for the horizontal component of u j , u jh and the
vertical component, w j = u j  ĝ:
u jh = u∗h − ta j j∇h P j, (A.4)
w j = 1
1+ (ta j jN)2
(
w∗ − ta j j ∂ P
j
∂z
)
, (A.5)
where subscript h means the horizontal component, u∗ is given by
u∗ = un + t
j−1∑
=1
a˜ j
(−u ∇u + bĝ)− t j−1∑
=1
a j∇ P  (A.6)
and w∗ by
w∗ = u∗  ĝ+ ta j jb∗. (A.7)
The RK sub-stage for the pressure equation is
P j = Pn − t
j−1∑
a˜ ju
 ∇ P  − tc2s
j∑
a j∇  u. (A.8)=1 =1
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un , B and P on the grid and the area vector, Ŝ f .
Substituting u j = (u jh,w j) from Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) into Eq. (A.8) gives a Helmholtz equation for every RK sub-stage:
P j = Pn − t
j−1∑
=1
a˜ ju
 ∇ P  − tc2s
j−1∑
=1
a j∇  u − tc2s a j j∇h  u∗h + (tcsa j j)2∇2h P j
− tc
2
s a j j
1+ (ta j jN)2
∂w∗
∂z
+ (tcsa j j)
2
1+ (ta j jN)2
∂2P j
∂z2
. (A.9)
Eq. (A.9) is solved implicitly at every sub-stage for P j and u j is calculated by back-substitution from equations (A.4)–(A.7).
The ﬁnal RK stage is simply:
un+1 = un − t
ν∑
j=1
w˜ ju
j ∇u j + t
ν∑
j=1
w j
(
b ĵg− ∇ P j), (A.10)
Pn+1 = Pn − t
ν∑
j=1
w˜ ju
j ∇ P j − tc2s
ν∑
j=1
w j∇  u j, (A.11)
bn+1 = bn − t
ν∑
j=1
w˜ ju
j ∇b j − t
ν∑
j=1
w jN
2w j . (A.12)
Appendix B. Spatial discretisation
The spatial discretisation is deﬁned for arbitrarily structured, 3D grids. In the special case of a Cartesian grid with
uniform resolution in x and z it is the same as the spatial discretisation deﬁned by Durran and Blossey [9], apart from
the discretisation of the non-linear advection and the diffusion. Pressure and velocity use C-grid staggering. A change of
variables is described in order to implement Charney–Phillips staggering of pressure and buoyancy on arbitrarily structured
grids. The spatial discretisation is therefore deﬁned for arbitrarily structured grids.
The prognostic variables of the compressible Boussinesq equations (5)–(7) are un = u  Ŝ f (on cell-faces), B = b̂g  Ŝ f (on
cell-faces) and P (at cell-centres) where S f is the outward pointing normal vector of each cell face with magnitude equal
to the area of the face (area vector) (see Fig. B.7). Since ĝ  Ŝ f = 0 on faces whose area vector points horizontally, B is only
non-zero on the interfaces between vertical layers on a Cartesian grid, so this placement is equivalent to Charney–Phillips
on a Cartesian grid but generalises to other grids. A spatial discretisation that generalises to arbitrarily structured grids is
used since this is more straightforward when implemented in OpenFOAM [18].
The discretized form of (5)–(7) is written:
∂un
∂t
+ (uF  (∇uF )F )  Ŝ f + ∇ f P = B + (∇ × ψ) f  Ŝ f − K (∇2(δ2∇2(δ2uC )))F  Ŝ f , (B.1)
∂ P
∂t
+ uC ∇ P + c2s∇  un = 0, (B.2)
∂B
∂t
+ (uF ∇ f bC )̂g  Ŝ f + unN 2̂g  Ŝ f = 0− K
(∇2(δ2∇2(δ2bC )))F ĝ  Ŝ f , (B.3)
where K is the hyper-diffusion coeﬃcient, δ is the spatial resolution in either the x and z direction, subscript f means that
a variable lives on a face, subscript F means that a variable is linearly interpolated from the two neighbouring cell centres
onto a face and subscript C means that a variable is reconstructed in a cell from face data.
Cell-centred vectors, uC , are reconstructed from face normal values, un , using the reconstruction:
uC =
(∑
Ŝ f Ŝ
T
f
)−1 ∑
un̂S f , (B.4)faces faces
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∑
faces Ŝ f Ŝ
T
f is a tensor. It can easily be seen that this form preserves uniform velocity ﬁelds on 3D arbitrarily-
structured grids. On uniform, structured grids, it reproduces the Cartesian form (ux,wz). The full velocity on the face, uF , is
then calculated by linearly interpolating neighbouring values of uC . In order to complete the discretisation of the uF (∇uF )F
term in Eq. (B.1), we deﬁne that ∇uF is calculated at the cell-centre using Gauss’s theorem (which requires no additional
approximations):
∇uF = 1
V
∑
faces
uF S f , (B.5)
where V is the cell volume. This discretisation of (∇uF )F has two levels of interpolation unlike a pure C-grid which only
has one. More computational modes will therefore be permitted. However none are not forced in the test-cases presented
which all have very small non-linear terms.
The gradient at a face (in the direction of the normal) of a cell-centred variable is the simple two-point difference:
∇ f P = PN − Pc
(xN − xc)  Ŝ f
, (B.6)
where PN and Pc are the pressures in the cells either side of face f (see Fig. B.7) and xN and xc are the locations of the
cell centres. The cell-centred gradient is calculated using linear interpolation and Gauss’s theorem:
∇ P = 1
V
∑
faces
P F S f . (B.7)
The cell-centred bC is given by bC = BC  ĝ. Finally, (u  ĝ)(̂g  Ŝ f ) has been replaced by un (̂g  Ŝ f ) since on grids aligned
with ĝ, these are equal.
The hyper-diffusion terms in (B.1) and (B.3) are solved explicitly and, sub-optimally, have an additional and unnecessary
level of averaging. The cell-centred, diagnostic variables, uC and bC are used and the cell-centred laplacian of a cell-centred
variable, Ψ , is discretized as:
∇2(δ2Ψ )= 1
V
∑
faces
|S f |δ2f
ΨN − Ψc
δ f
(B.8)
where δ f = (xN − xc)  Ŝ f as in Eq. (B.6) and ΨN and Ψc are the values in the neighbour cell and the cell, c respectively.
After the laplacian is taken twice to calculate the hyper-diffusion, the result is interpolated onto the faces. The two levels
of interpolation (ﬁrst using uC and bC rather than the prognostic variables which are on the faces) and then interpolating
the hyper-diffusion from cell centres onto faces, will allow grid-scale oscillations and are less accurate than if the laplacian
of the prognostic variables had been calculated directly. However this was easier to code and grid-scale oscillations are not
generated in the simulations described below. This sub-optimal discretisation therefore does not affect the conclusions of
this paper.
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